Answer the following from p 586-590 in the text (new book)

1 In the 19th century European nations began to view ______________ and ___________ as a source of industrial raw materials and a market for Western manufactured goods.

2 Define Imperialism - ____________________________________________________________________________________

3 “New Imperialism” of the late 19th century was different; earlier, European states were content to ____________________________________________________________, now they sought nothing less than ____________________________________________________________.

4 What were two motivations for colonies after 1880? __________________________________________ and __________________________________________.

5 Capitalist states in the West were looking for ____________________________________________________________, European nations also wanted to acquire colonies to gain advantages over their __________________ rivals.

6 What was the idea of the “White Man’s burden” that Europeans came up with? ____________________________________________________________.

7 Define gunboat diplomacy - ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

8 How did military technology play a role in Imperialism? ________________________________________________________________.

9 How did transportation and communication play a role in Imperialism? ________________________________________________________________.

10 What medical advancements helped further imperialist adventures? ________________________________________________________________.

11 European imperialism began in 1819 when Great Britain established a colony at the tip of the Malay Peninsula called ____________________________, (city of the lion)

12 Why did Britain want to control Burma? ________________________________________________________________.

13 Define protectorate - ____________________________________________________________________________________.
14 By the 1880’s France had taken over Vietnam, Cambodia, Annam, Tonkin and Laos and put them all into a Union of ______________________________.

15 Why did President William McKinley decide to make the Philippines an American colony? ________________________________.

16 Having the Philippines also gave the U.S. convenient access to trade with __________

17 Who led the Filipino independence movement against the U.S.? ________________________________.

18 What were the two chief goals for Western powers in governing their new colonial empires?
A
B

19 What was indirect rule? ____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________.

20 How was indirect rule cheaper than direct rule? ________________________________
__________________________________________________________________.

21 How did France rule Vietnam? ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________.

22 Colonial powers did not want their colonies to develop their own industries and stressed the exportation of ____________________________.

23 List two positives for imperialism on these colonized lands
A
B

24 At first, resistance to colonization came from the _________________ class.

25 Why would peasants revolt against colonization? ________________________________
__________________________________________________________________.

26 In the early 1900’s a new type of resistance emerged based on ________________________________.